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CoviDoor. IoT Based Temperature Sensing Door Handle

Sohaib Usmani, Syed Taha Bukhari, Noman Farrukh, Imran, Laiq Muhammad Khan

College Of Computer Sciences & Information Systems (CCSIS), Institute of Business Management (IoBM), Karachi, Pakistan
Malaysian Institute of Information Technology, Universiti Kuala Lumpur (UniKL MIIT), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Abstract- The continuous development of IoT innovation assumes a crucial part in building up the wellbeing region by making it dramatically more accessible and moderate by making it easier to utilize applications for simulated and removed patient connections. With the skill of IoT technology, it is conceivable to solve the complications that truly dysfunctional patients encounter while really routinely counseling a professional. An IoT-based model which is remote health system for patients has been prompted by this work. Three wellness sensors are included in this model: heart beat sensor, internal heat level sensor, and galvanic skin reaction sensor. With Arduino, Uno and Raspberry Pi joined together, all of these sensors were consolidated into a solitary system. The information obtained from the sensors is transferred via the Raspberry Pi to a distributed storage. The distributed storage continuously refreshes the information base continuously. Using Android Studio, an Android application was developed that could get to the data base and display a visual representation of the limits of wellbeing. The need to attend clinics for critical medical conditions can be beaten by IoT coordinated with the well-being wearable. In addition, this fundamentally decreases the treatment costs for patients. In addition, by noticing the patient's well-being information over the long haul via an application, the specialists will support critical medications. In order to understand the operation of the sensors used, point by point analysis of the signs was obtained concerning varieties of physical and natural exercises.

As of late among clinical experts, designs just like IT experts, the far off well-being observing system has been an interesting topic. In any event, in several nations, the use of a distant well-being monitoring approach where specialists can screen the vital signs of patients through the web is new for all intents and purposes. The distant well-being monitoring system is advantageous for patients and community in 2017 where the use of such a framework would save hospital fees, hold up time and reduce clinic deals. The aim of this undertaking is to plan and develop an internal heat level estimation system that can be continuously seen by the specialist across the web as history data with an alert/sign in the event of irregularities. Remote sensors for pulse and internal heat level have been established in the proposed well-being control system, but this paper only relies on the remote observing framework for internal heat level. Using Arduino UNO communication, the various sensors will give the measurements to a different microcontroller. Remote neighbourhood (WLAN) has been used to submit the genuine information to the wellness checking information base. For this reason, Arduino has been utilized with the IEEE 802.11 standard. Test results from a deliberate set show the ongoing temperature being effectively observed locally, remotely and the evaluations are equivalent to business thermometer.

Keywords: control system, IoT, temperature, sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in technology have made miniature versions of modern things usable in this generation [1]. Through this development, the framework of health monitoring is in it [2]-[4] for individual medical care, wellness and clinical awareness, the utilization of far off health observing systems has acquired enormous popularity in last few years. This equipment, patients or incapacitated people can be checked by distant clinical personnel and authorized faculty. The cloud-based health observing system can recognize crisis clinical circumstances and give biofeedback through early notice. This system empowers older patients to stay in contact with their families, and their families can generally comprehend their situation. This is a distant health checking gadget, it can get all the information and move the information to the cloud, which would then be able to be gotten to by its clinical supplier and authorized faculty[5]. These gadgets may build the shot at enduring unintentional sicknesses [6].

The accessibility of without and wireless sensor networks makes remote health monitoring possible. Body temperature and heart rate measurement. The device is an example of a wireless sensor utilized in medicinal equipment dobrescu and others. (2008) cited that the evolution of the different Internet facilities and without using wired sensors has opened up chances for healthcare [7]. Wireless sensor networks have many advantages when statistics gathering and observing services are feasible [8]. In health observing, this technology permits patients to observe their significant signs at home and wirelessly transmit the results to hospital professionals. In fact, before the patient needs emergency care, doctors can improve their ability to solve problems [9].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. The Architecture of the CoviDoor

CoviDoor is a framework driven by Arduino, composed of integrated sensors, processors and communication devices. All these functions gather together to exchange and execute information from the climate. This standard of the Internet of Things [10] allows its administrators to remotely access gadgets through the remote cloud innovation to interconnect gadgets. These gadgets should have the advantage of the network so that they can talk to other smart gadgets without external mediation [11]. There are basically four design stages. Different stage perform various operations. Phase 1 includes how many gadgets are connected to obtain raw data that can be used for further analysis. Usually, it contains various sensors, which can be using wire or without wire. In the second stage, the group of relevant figures is accomplished so that it can be interrelated to the Internet. The
A to D conversion is started at this step. In the third step, the data pre-processing is performed through the IT system, and then enters the last step (stage 4), in which the filtered, analyzed, and processed data which is kept in the cloud-based system[12] in the predictable back-end system [13].

B. Standard of Photoplethysmography

The photoplethysmography procedure is the most cutting-edge strategies for estimating internal heat levels. The rule it uses is to transmit infrared light and receive infrared light after natural tissue reflects and retains the light. The light passing through the natural tissues may be consumed by various parts of the interior because certain iconic changes in the obtained light, which can be additionally checked to shield the pulse.

In order to execute the project without any system errors, make sure to calibrate each component separately beforehand. The different settings were merged together which achieve the main goal of the project “see Fig.1”. The following sections describe how to implement the entire project in turn, and then merge them together to achieve the final output [14].

Figure 1. The body temperature measurement

The body temperature measurement implementation:

The body temperature at its best, to ensure that the body's enzymes work under the best conditions required. It can prevent the human body temperature from increasing or dropping to unhealthy levels, else, if the body temperature rises, it is not consistent, it will be fatal because the enzymes will not function properly “see Fig.2,”.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. FUNCTIONS OF LM35 SENSOR

LM35 is a coordinated the temperature sensor. The yield voltage LM35 linear relative Celsius temperature, at standard temperatures, it can give ±one forth °C normal precision of room temperature without need extra alignment. The test utilized a LM35DZ-92 sort temperature sensor with plastic packaging. The pin limits as shown in figure 1, fundamental working limits are:

- Voltage: DC 4 ~ 30V
- Current which is less than 133 uA
- O/P voltage is +6V to 1.0V
- O/P impedance is 1mA load 0.1ohm
- Accuracy is 0.5 °C (in + 25 °C)
- Leak current is > 60 uA
- Nonlinear value: ±1/4 °C.

**B. Temperature Device**

In this development, wired human temperature and heart rate sensors. This article just focuses on temperature sensors. In any case, both LM35 and TMP36 both are the appropriate for the estimation of the human body's internal heat level because of its higher precision and a wider range of partners, so LM35 has been selected. LM35 is a coordinated circuit temperature gadget. The yield voltage additionally has directly corresponding to Celsius temperature. The highlights of LM35 low yield impedance, adjusted straightforwardly in °Celsius (Centigrade) and direct + 10.0 mV/°C scale factor. It is additionally reasonable for far off applications. Table I shows the temperature reading with different method, Fig. 3 shows actual LM35 and its association.

**TABLE I**

COMPARISONS OF THE TEMPERATURE READING (AVERAGE) WITH DIFFERENT METHOD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Temperature Reading (°C)</th>
<th>Percentage of Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand - digital thermometer</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand – Temperature sensor</td>
<td>35.23</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The voltage-temperature conversion basic formula for LM35 is given by, Temp in °C = \[ V \text{ Out in mV} / 10 \]

**C. Data Processing Unit**

Arduino is utilized to make association between measuring gadgets to constant checking database by means of wired associations.

LM35 was used for the main temperature monitoring device. Since, Test outcome demonstrations that the planned temperature sensor gives in a way that is improved than commercial computerized thermometer when the estimation is taken in the hand. Accordingly, hand temperature estimations
were considered in the investigations. Besides for a compact gadget, temperature is more helpful to be estimated close by.

![Figure 3 The LM35 (Texas Instruments)](image)

Arduino IDE software was used to program the microcontroller (Arduino Uno) so that the signal from the temperature sensor can be represented in digital form.

The LM35 sensor is one of the qualities of this sensor is that it is sensitive. This sensor can be executed in different fields e.g. screen the temperature in concrete. The measure of warmth needs to oversee appropriately, one strategy to screen the temperature of the concrete during the solidifying cycle, the sensor utilized is LM35.

In this study, Manuel Ramos [15] used LM35 as one of the sensors utilized to check the excellence of concrete under heating conditions. Therefore, it can be seen from the system block diagram that the sensor used is a 2-32 LM35 sensor connected to the data gaining module. According to the analysis results, the different sensors used, so that the quality of the concrete can be understood.

The LM35 sensor is utilized to transform temperature into electricity. The input pin of the LM35 sensor is different from the DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor. The difference lies in the location of the input data. The theory of LM35 uses analog input data from the Arduino board, while DHT11 uses digital input data from the Arduino board, following the LM35 sensor in Fig. 4 [16].
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS

Primarily, the device was executed separately aimed at the observation of internal heat levels, but it can be used for heartbeat checks and galvanic skin reactions. For each internal heat level boundary, investigate the results obtained by changing behavior or ecological elements to improve the understanding of how the sensor works according to several changes. The above is a survey of signs procured and how they have been converged to move the information to the processor.

V. CONCLUSION

For the progress and progress of patients, the field of health has been constantly developing. Researchers and experts have been using the latest developments to make continuous improvements to bring such improvements into the field of well-being. In the long run, related innovations have always been the mainstream concern. This article leans toward the current demand for well-being-
based innovations that can be further developed into capabilities and solve the problems of unreliable people in society. A larger number of sensors is combined, such as respiratory rate sensors, pulse sensors and blood glucose sensors. These sensors can deliver a complete set of health observation frameworks for the purchasers of the project, because it can filter out the entire critical boundary of the human body. This can not only reduce the pressure of outpatient visits, reduce hospital costs and draw different conclusions, but also foresee the early occurrence of major diseases that may life security. This will be a main progress in this work and will have enormous and controllable influence on the well-being field.

The goal of this project has been effectively accomplished. Internal heat level estimation for far off wellbeing checking has been planned and created. The framework gives solid estimations and very easy to understand. The gadget and the framework can be worked on as far as estimating and joining between greater estimation gadgets, for instance, electrocardiography (ECG).
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Improvement of cardiovascular Diseases by Pine (Pinus) Nut Oil and its Alternatives
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Abstract- Pine nut oil and its alternatives are rich in fatty acids and important minerals. AAS was used to identify copper, zinc and iron, calcium, sodium, magnesium and potassium in oils. HPLC technique was applied to identify fatty acids and vitamin K. Then 5 groups of rats each having 5 rats were taken. One group was a controlled group with basic diet. Other four group were given high cholesterol diet for 20 days to increase their total cholesterol level (TC), low lipoprotein cholesterol level (LDL-C), high lipoprotein cholesterol level (HDL-C) and triglycerides (TGs). After 20 days, each group was fed basic diet with oil of 15mL. Second group was fed with 15mL/day pine nut oil (PNO), third group with 15mL/day pumpkin seed oil (PSO), fourth group was fed with 15mL/day walnut oil (WO) and fifth group was fed with 15mL/day sunflower oil (SO). After 4 weeks of this diet, the results were obtained that show the significant results. The present results revealed the decrease in low density lipoprotein cholesterol level, triglyceride, total cholesterol and increase in high density lipoprotein.

Keywords: Pine nut oil, walnut oil, pumpkin seed oil, sunflower oil, LDL-C, HDL-C, triglyceride, total cholesterol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pine nut oil and its three alternatives pumpkin seed oil, walnut oil and sunflower oil are rich source of carbohydrates, fats, protein, vitamins, minerals and water. Pine nut oil has been used for many years for healing illnesses and also for cooking. Pine nut oil is rich in vitamin E, vitamin K, copper, iron, manganese and especially monounsaturated fatty acids: the pinolenic acid. It is a rich source of carbohydrates like starch, sugars dietary fibers, fats like saturated, monounsaturated, polyunsaturated (linoleic acid, linolenic acid), protein, vitamins like thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin E, vitamin K, minerals like calcium, copper, iron, magnesium, potassiam, zinc, manganese, phosphorus and water in dried form [1].

Pumpkin seed contains carbohydrates: sugars and dietary fibers, fats: saturated, monounsaturated, polyunsaturated, vitamins: Thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin C, vitamin E, vitamin K, folate, minerals: calcium, iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, protein, zinc and water [2]. It contains antioxidants, high fiber, fatty acids, zinc and magnesium that reduce high blood
pressure and high bad-cholesterol level. It contains antioxidants to reduce inflammation. It contains antioxidants to reduce inflammation. It is beneficial for hair growth, skin health, eye health, urinary health, sexual health status, pregnancy, insomnia prevention, improve immune system, and improve digestion and weight loss [3].

Walnut oil contains high percentage of alpha-linolenic acid that reduces inflammation and improves blood fat composition. Fatty acids in walnut oil lowers bad-cholesterol level, reduces inflammation and improve blood vessel function [4]. Sunflower oil contains fatty acids: oleic acids and linoleic acids are in high quantity, vitamins: vitamin E, vitamin k etc [5]. Sunflower oil good to control the bad-cholesterol level in the blood and prevent from heart diseases. These oils are examined for treatment of cardiovascular disease [6].

Some important unsaturated fatty acids which are very effective for fats release are alpha-linolenic acid, linoleic acid and oleic acid. Alpha linolenic acid (C18H30O2) is unsaturated fatty acid and is named as omega-3. Its intake is beneficial for heart diseases. It shows the effects on heart by reducing cardiac attack, reduces clot formation (thrombosis), decreases triglyceride level, reduce the blood pressure and inflammation too. Linoleic acid (C18H32O2) is a polyunsaturated fatty acid and named as omega-6. It reduced the total cholesterol level and LDL level that causes blood pressure, and affects the heart muscles [7]. Oleic acid (C18H34O2) is also unsaturated fatty acid and named as omega-9 because double bond is present at carbon number 9. It is also useful for reducing the blood pressure, improving HDL level and decreases the LDL level in blood [8]. Vitamin K as a whole is an antioxidant and control the calcium deposition in the walls of arteries. Vitamin K1 deficiency causes the bleeding in gum, nose bleeds, anemia and coronary heart disease [9]. Likewise, some metals are present in the oils that show the effects on the heart. Calcium ions works as an electrolyte and beneficial for blood cells and circulatory system. Studies revealed that the calcium ion is used for the contraction of all the muscles by passing the electrical signals from one cell to other cell [10]. Sodium is present in the blood and blood cells and maintains the volume of the blood in the body. When body looses the balance of sodium in the blood, high or low blood pressure causes [11]. Potassium controls the blood pressure and bad cholesterol. If its concentration is lower in the blood it may lead to disturbance of heart beat and may causes diseases [12]. Magnesium acts as guard for entrance and exit of calcium in muscle cells. Due to the electrolytes in blood magnesium concentration decreases in the blood and may cause cardiovascular disease and hypertension [13]. Copper in the blood also affects the heart. Low level of copper level causes the high cholesterol level
and high blood pressure. Due to its deficiency, change the structure and function of blood cells [14]. Zinc regulates the calcium in the heart cells and works as antioxidant. If the zinc amount decreases then calcium releases in excessive amount that cause the heart failure [15]. Iron is an important element of hemoglobin that forms the blood. When the iron level decreases, the blood level also decreases and oxygen intake becomes low then heart beat becomes irregular. Sometimes angina causes or heart failure occurs [16].

A. Material and methods
Pine nut oil was purchased from SAC manufacturer Karachi, pumpkin seed oil and walnut oil were purchased from local market in Lahore. While sunflower oil was purchased from Bio Hunza manufacturers, Islamabad, Pakistan. Nitric acid, Sulfuric acid, Ethanol and Potassium hydroxide were purchased from sigma Aldrich Company.

B. Experiment
Some effective metals, vitamin and unsaturated fatty acids present in oils were detected by different techniques in PCSIR Lahore. While the experiments on rats and their results identifications were done in University of veterinary and animal sciences, Lahore, Pakistan.

C. Metals detection through AAS:

Sample preparation:
In determination of Cu, Fe, Zn, Ca, Mg, Na and K, the sample was prepared to run in AAS. 3ml of sample oil was taken in beaker and added 10ml HNO₃ through pipette in it. Then heated sample for few minutes till fumes start evaporation. Then 10ml HNO₃ was added in solution. Again fumes formed on heating. Then 20ml of distilled water was added in the beaker. When sample started boiling, 50ml warm distilled water was added. Then remove from sand bath and blown out the lamp. Then the sample was filtered through the filter paper. Then 5ml filtrate was taken and put the water of 100ml volumetric flask. These samples were determined through AAS.

AAS technique:
AAS was run by inserting the sample and required conditions. The prepared sample was added in the injector that was injected in the sample cell. Then process was started by pressing the buttons to start the automated instrument. The source hollow cathode lamp emitted the rays of specific range. The column contains sample medium and reference medium with chopper and mirrors for separation of rays. The rays came from source, reached to the beam splitter that split the rays and sent them to the reference cell and sample cell. Then beams passed through the sample cell and the reference cell that contained the sample and standard. The sample absorbed some specific rays and transmitted
others. While all the rays of reference cell were transmitted as it is. Then rays reached to beam splitter that sent the emitted light one by one towards the Monochromator came from sample medium and reference cell. Then Monochromator sent the rays one by one to the amplifier that amplifies the rays and help to separate all the rays from other rays appeared on graph. Then these rays moved towards detector that is attached to the computer. The detector after reading the rays gave the results on the computer in the form of peaks. Graph contained calibration curve that explained the amounts of metals present in the oils.

D. **Fatty acids and vitamin K detection through HPLC:**

*Sample preparation:*

2g of all liquid oil samples were taken in 250 mL round bottom flask separately and dissolved them in 50ml of 0.5M KOH alcohol solution. Then all oil samples were put in water bath and heated with occasional stirring at 80°C for 1 hour. After heating, all oil samples were cooled in 500ml flask. Then 25ml of sulfuric acid was added to make solution lightly acidic.

E. **HPLC technique:**

*Lipoprotein test:*

This test was done on rats. Twenty five male rats of weighing 190±10gm and 10 to 16 weeks old were purchased and placed in controlled environment of light, temperature and humidity. Rats were fed with the diet containing nutrients required for good health.

*Basel diet:* The diet contained 3% fat, 2% cholesterol and basic nutrients. They were placed in light for 12 hours and 12 hours in dark.

*Normal Diet:* They were fed with basic diet and water for a week before experiment. After one week, the low density lipoprotein cholesterol and high density lipoprotein cholesterol level were measured. The all required cholesterol level, triglyceride level; HDL-C and LDL-C levels were in controlled range as before. Then rats were divided into five groups and each has five rats. First group of rats was taken as controlled group and fed with basic diet and pure water.

*Hypercholestermic diet given to rats:* All other four groups of rats were fed with high fat and cholesterol containing diet for twenty days. After twenty days, the heart beat of rats were high and unequal. Then blood was tested to check the levels of TC, TGs, LDL-C and HDL-C. The level of LDL-C was increased and HDL-C level was decreased in high quantity. Then these rats were kept for a week in standard conditions for stabilizing the blood cholesterol level. After one week, the
cholesterol levels were again checked and resulted in high levels as before one week. Then these rats were taken for the experiment. The all other four groups were taken as positive.

*Hypercholestermic rats groups fed with different oils:* The second group was fed with addition of 15mL pine nut oil in basic diet three times a day. Third group was fed with addition of 15mL pumpkin seed oil in basic diet. Fourth group was fed with addition of 15mL walnut oil in basic diet and fifth group was fed with addition of 15mL sunflower oil in basic diet three times a day. After 4 weeks, again blood tests were done. The results obtained were different due to the linolenic acid and linoleic acid quantities in all four oils.

II. Results and Discussion:

A. **AAS result:**

AAS gave the results for the detection of minerals in the oils that were affecting the heart muscles and their regulations of ions to make smooth muscles and blood circulation.

![Graph of Metals in PNO](image)

**Fig. 1 Metals in PNO**

In fig.1 100mL solution of oil, copper was 0.919ppm, iron was 1.112ppm, zinc was 0.119ppm, calcium was 8.834ppm, sodium was 9.461ppm, while magnesium was 124.012ppm and potassium was 410.061ppm in quantity.
In fig. 2 AAS experiment was applied on 100mL pumpkin seed oil sample solution and resulted in the graph of the detected metals quantities; Copper 2.71ppm, iron 1.921ppm, zinc 2.00ppm, calcium 90.471ppm, sodium 104.32ppm, magnesium 54.036ppm and potassium 649.481ppm.

In fig. 3 AAS experiment was applied on 100mL water sample solution and resulted in the graph of the detected metals quantities; Copper 1.015ppm, iron 2.115ppm, zinc 1.001ppm, calcium 30.723ppm, sodium 6.336ppm, magnesium 20.178ppm and potassium 19.402ppm.
After AAS experiment on 100mL sample solution following quantities of metals were obtained and shown in fig. 3. Copper 1.015ppm, iron 2.115ppm, zinc 1.001ppm, calcium 30.723ppm, sodium 6.336ppm, magnesium 20.178ppm and potassium 19.402.

The results were obtained in parts per million that are: calcium 0.791ppm, iron 3.112ppm, zinc 1.870ppm, calcium 25.251ppm, sodium 57.017ppm, magnesium 15.203ppm and potassium 48.520ppm and shown in fig. 4.

B. HPLC result:

Oleic acid (C₁₈:₁):

The quantity of oleic acid present in the pine nut oil, pumpkin seed oil, walnut oil and sunflower oil was identified by HPLC and shown in fig. 5. PNO contains 28.3, PSO contains 30.5, WO contains 20.2 and SO contains 43.9 oleic acid.

Linoleic acid (C₁₈:₂):

Linoleic acid is present in the pine nut oil, pumpkin seed oil, walnut oil and sunflower oil. PNO contains 44.5, PSO contains 46.5, walnut oil contains 54.6 and sunflower oil contains 42.8 linoleic acid. These quantities are expressed in figure 6.
Alpha-linolenic acid (C\textsubscript{18:3}):

Different values of linolenic acid are detected from the oils by HPLC. PNO contains 17.0, PSO contains 6.4, WO contains 15.0 and SO contains 3.5 alpha-linolenic acid as expressed in fig. 7.

Vitamin K (Phylloquinone):

Pine nut oil, pumpkin seed oil, walnut oil and sunflower oil has different values of phylloquinone measured by HPLC and expressed with the graph in figure 8. PNO contains 49.52, PSO contains 84.01, WO contains 3.68 and SO contains 1.82.

\[\text{Fig. 5 Oleic acid in Oils}\]
Fig. 6 LA in Oils

Fig. 7 ALA in Oils
C. Lipoprotein result:
After 4 weeks of this diet, the results were obtained that show the significant results. TC of controlled group 110.20±5.80, positive group 150.38±8.72, PNO 113.75±2.31, PSO 116.78±5.56, WO 115.27±9.29, SO 119.74±8.23, HDL-C of controlled group 48.49±3.62, positive group 40.86±2.25, PNO 50.24±1.71, PSO 47.89±0.74, WO 49.18±3.39, SO 41.42±6.26, LDL-C of controlled group 77.05±9.89, positive group 120.71±4.39, PNO 78.40±2.16, PSO 81.19±5.44, WO 72.30±9.91, SO 91.90±3.51, TGs of controlled group 80.67±5.43, positive group 96.63±6.62, PNO 79.35±3.52, PSO 86.25±4.20, WO 70.80±4.11, SO 75.03±5.02. The comparison of these oils results are shown in table 1 and graphically in figure 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>TC  mg/dL</th>
<th>HDL-C mg/dL</th>
<th>LDL-C mg/dL</th>
<th>TGs mg/dL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controlled group</td>
<td>110.20±5.80</td>
<td>48.49±3.62</td>
<td>77.05±9.89</td>
<td>80.67±5.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of Lipoprotein test results of all Oils
### Table: Lipoprotein Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>TC (mg/dL)</th>
<th>HDL-C (mg/dL)</th>
<th>LDL-C (mg/dL)</th>
<th>TGs (mg/dL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>150.38±8.72</td>
<td>40.86±2.25</td>
<td>120.71±4.39</td>
<td>96.63±6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNO</td>
<td>113.75±2.31</td>
<td>50.24±1.71</td>
<td>78.40±2.16</td>
<td>79.35±3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>116.78±5.56</td>
<td>47.89±0.74</td>
<td>81.19±5.44</td>
<td>86.25±4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO</td>
<td>115.27±9.29</td>
<td>49.18±3.39</td>
<td>72.30±9.91</td>
<td>70.80±4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>119.74±8.23</td>
<td>41.42±6.26</td>
<td>91.90±3.51</td>
<td>75.03±5.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 9 Comparison of Lipoprotein Tests of Oils

#### III. Discussion:

The present study is to know the effects of pine nut oil, pumpkin seed oil, walnut oil and sunflower oil at the different levels on the rats having high fats level. After 4 weeks of this diet, the results were obtained that show the significant results. TC of controlled group 110.20±5.80, positive group 150.38±8.72, PNO 113.75±2.31, PSO 116.78±5.56, WO 115.27±9.29, SO 119.74±8.23, HDL-C of controlled group 48.49±3.62, positive group 40.86±2.25, PNO 50.24±1.71, PSO 47.89±0.74, WO
49.18±3.39, SO 41.42±6.26, LDL-C of controlled group 77.05±9.89, positive group 120.71±4.39, PNO 78.40±2.16, PSO 81.19±5.44, WO 72.30±9.91, SO 91.90±3.51, TGs of controlled group 80.67±5.43, positive group 96.63±6.62, PNO 79.35±3.52, PSO 86.25±4.20, WO 70.80±4.11, SO 75.03±5.02.

This study revealed the major finding of decrease in LDL-C level and improvement of HDL-C level in blood causes the decrease in blood pressure; relax the muscles of arteries and heart. The heart beat became smooth and walls of vessels became wide by dissolving the fats deposited in them.

IV. Conclusion and Future research direction:

The present results revealed the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects of pine nut, pumpkin seed, walnut and sunflower oil. These oils show effect on the cholesterol levels causes the walls of vessels fat free and makes the heart vessels wide and blood flow easily and smoothly. These oils help to reduce the risk factors of cardiovascular diseases.

These oils can be mixed in their different percentage compositions and their composition results will be examined not just for heart diseases but can also be studied for other major organs like stomach.
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Abstract- Phishing techniques are employed by attackers to obtain the sensitive and confidential information of unsuspecting internet users. To stem the tide of phishing-based attacks in the cyber space, different machine learning techniques have been proposed as better alternatives to the signature-based approaches. This study used a different approach in the detection of phishing evidence in three phishing datasets. The focus of the study is to investigate the performances of Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbour and Extra Tree algorithms in three different phishing datasets. The first two datasets of different sizes and features were obtained from Machine Learning UCI repository while the third dataset was collected from Mendeley. Exploratory Data Analysis was carried out in order to understand the nature of the features in the three datasets. Then, minimal dataset pre-processing was carried out on the features. A filter-based feature selection method called ANOVA F-test was used to select promising features that can improve classification performances of the selected learning algorithms. From all the experimental analyses, findings revealed that Random Forest has the overall best performances compared to the two other classifiers. Moreso, all the three algorithms had best average performances in the four metrics in the dataset provided by Tan (2018). The comparative technique used in this study is believed to help provide further insights in phishing detection researches.

Keywords: Phishing Classification, Phishing Datasets, Cyber Space Attacks, Learning Algorithms

I. INTRODUCTION

As an evidence that phishing-based attacks are growing in unprecedented rate, APWG Fourth Quarter report of 2020 [1] claimed that there is a double increase in phishing attacks. Attackers...
use uniform resource locators or infected file attachments to launch phishing-based attacks. Malicious cyber actors are not relenting in their efforts to launch attacks in the internet space. The financial institutions, webmail, and SaaS site category was the one most frequently victimized by phishing in the fourth quarter of 2020 [1].

Phishing attacks keep using an array of deception techniques to fool users. These include domain names chosen to avoid detection encryption designed to lull victims into a false sense of security. Various machine learning-based approaches have been identified to be promising for identification of cyber threats [2]. One of the key challenges in phishing study is the availability of benchmark datasets that is generally acceptable. This study focuses on investigating the performances of some supervised learning algorithms across three different phishing url datasets. The motive behind this is to provide further insights in phishing-based studies.

As reported in different literature, examples of supervised machine Learning algorithms that can be used for classification or regression tasks include: Random Forest Algorithm, Support Vector Machines, K Nearest Neighbour, ExtraTrees Algorithm, Adaboost, Voting Classifier, XGBoost and so on. It has been argued that the ensemble classifiers are generally more accurate than any of the individual classifiers ([3];[4];[5];[6];[7]). This study changed the direction of comparative studies of machine learning classifiers in phishing detection. The focus of this study is to properly identify phishing evidence from each of the datasets using Random Forest Algorithm, K-Nearest Neighbour and Extra Tree Algorithm. Thereafter, the comparisons of the algorithms are carried out in respect of each of the datasets.

II RELATED STUDIES

Writers in[8]built machine learning-based models for the prediction of phishing-based attacks. The algorithms used for building the models include: Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees and Neural Networks. The authors used a phishing dataset collected from UCI Machine Learning repository. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were used as metrics. The paper reported that Support Vector Machine has the largest performance by achieving 89.84% of accuracy, 93% of specificity and 89% of sensitivity. These results can be said to be low in view of the need to detect every phishing attack in the internet space.

Similarly, the researcher in [9] provided promising evidence for the use of machine learning techniques for botnet detection. The paper provided empirical results from the proposed machine learning methods used for phishing attacks classification. The performances of the selected machine learning algorithms were compared. Authors in [10] carried out a comprehensive review of literature on phishing attack detection. The study focused on the need to provide anti-phishing training for online users with a view to stemming the tide of phishing based attacks. However, the work only focused on comparative literature review without the need to develop anti phishing solution.

Authors in [11] developed machine leaning based phishing detection models that were validated using a phishing dataset. The focus of the work is to identify how the selected leaning algorithms behave in the only dataset used for the experimentations. Similarly, researchers in [12] built a model for the classification of phishing attacks. The authors focused on the evaluation of the chosen classifier using only accuracy at the detriment of other useful metrics. Thus, erroneous judgments were arrived at in the phishing classification. Authors in [13] used five different machine learning algorithms for the classification of malicious urls. The authors used only three
performance metrics for the evaluation of the selected algorithms. Unlike the approach in this study, emphasis was not on comparison of the performances of single and ensemble classifiers.

III METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this work is machine learning-based. The methodology is divided into various stages, which include: data collection, data cleaning, feature selection, and phishing classification using the selected algorithms. The processes are briefly discussed below.

Datasets Collection Process

The first two datasets were obtained from UCI Machine Learning repository while the third one was downloaded from Mendeley data. The datasets were obtained through the links provided herein. For instance, the first dataset in the table 1 is publicly available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/00379/ as released by [14]. Furthermore, the dataset in table 1 with serial number 2 was obtained from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/00327// as made available by [15]. The third dataset which is a phishing dataset released by [16] is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/h3cgnj8hft.1. The characteristics of the datasets are as shown in table 1. Exploratory Data Analysis was then carried out in order to understand the nature of the features in the three datasets.

About the Datasets

Table 1: Characteristics of the Datasets used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Dataset Author/Year</th>
<th>No of Input Features</th>
<th>Number of Instances</th>
<th>Missing values?</th>
<th>Data type of Features (Input and Target)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Abdelhamid et al. (2014) [14]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1353</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The input features are integer type while the target feature is categorical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mohammad, McCluskey and Thabtah (2014) [15]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11054</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The input features are integer type while the target feature is categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tan (2018) [16]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The input features are numeric (integer and floating point) while the target feature is categorical.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Preprocessing and Feature Selection Method Used

The data pre-processing steps carried out in this study are meant to make the features in the dataset to be in usable format for the learning algorithms. This is in learning with the argument by [17] on the need to pre-process features to be used for building machine learning models. First
of all, summary statistics was used to ascertain the kind of statistical description contained in each of the datasets. Moreover, the multi-class nature of first dataset was addressed using One-Over-the-Rest technique. Thus, the target variable was turned to binary (phishing and non-phishing). The two other datasets have binary classes by default.

Then, the values in the input features of the datasets were scaled using min-max scalar so as to improve the performances of the proposed learning algorithms. Generally, the formal description of scaling features in a dataset is as follows: Let x be an individual feature value (i.e., a value of the feature in some data point), and min(x) and max(x), respectively, be the minimum and maximum values of this feature over the entire dataset. Min-max scaling technique is used to squeeze (or stretch) all feature values to be within the range of [0, 1]. Mathematically, min max normalisation is: 

\[ X_{\text{norm}} = \frac{X - X_{\text{min}}}{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{min}}} \]  

Thereafter, ANOVA F-score technique was used for selecting most promising features in each of the datasets. The choice of the feature selection method is based on the numerical data as input feature and categorical data as target class. Generally, feature selection is the process of reducing the number of input variables when developing a predictive model [17]. The features with the high scores were taken to be promising for the training of the models.

Experimental Analyses

Working Environment

The working environments in this study are: hardware and software environments. Several runs were carried out during the experimentation and the results obtained are reported in this section.

Hardware

The hardware configuration of the system used for the predictive analysis is as follows: Dual core processor, 4GB RAM, and 500 GB Hard Disk Drive.

Software

The softwares include: Windows 10, Anaconda Python IDE with Python 3.7.2 version and libraries such as Pandas, Sklearn, Numpy and Scipy.

Metrics for Evaluation

The mathematical formulae used for obtaining the values of the performance metrics are:

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \]  

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]  

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  

\[ \text{F1-score} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \]
IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2: Summary Statistics of the three datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Summary Statistics of the Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1352.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.113905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.955121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>-1.15</th>
<th>-1.16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>11054.000000</td>
<td>11054.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>11054.000000</td>
<td>11054.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.313914</td>
<td>-0.633345</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.719739</td>
<td>0.113986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>0.949495</td>
<td>0.765973</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.694276</td>
<td>0.993527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>1.8</th>
<th>1.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>9999.000000</td>
<td>9999.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>9999.000000</td>
<td>9999.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>2.445045</td>
<td>0.586759</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.314031</td>
<td>0.499950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>1.346892</td>
<td>0.751240</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.897862</td>
<td>0.500025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>2.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>-1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>21.000000</td>
<td>14.000000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The summary statistics provides better insights about the three chosen datasets by exploring them.
No of Selected Features
The filter-based feature selection algorithm chosen in this study is named ANOVA F-test. The features that recorded the highest scores were treated as the promising ones. In each of the datasets, the number of selected variables is as shown in table 3.

Table 3: No of selected features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Dataset Author and Year</th>
<th>Feature Selection Technique</th>
<th>No of Features Selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Abdelhamid et al (2014) [14]</td>
<td>ANOVA F-score</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mohammad, McCluskey and Thabtah (2014) [15]</td>
<td>ANOVA F-score</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tan (2018) [16]</td>
<td>ANOVA F-score</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of Phishing classification using the selected algorithms

The performances of the three machine learning algorithms used in the study were validated using the three datasets described in table 1. For each of the experimentations, the datasets were split in the ratio 80:20 for the training and test sets respectively. Tables 4, 5, and 6 were used to present the performances based on the experimental analyses carried out.

Table 4: Classifier Performances using dataset by [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Dataset Used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest Classifier</td>
<td>Abdelhamid et al (2014) [14]</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier</td>
<td>Abdelhamid et al (2014) [14]</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtraTree Classifier</td>
<td>Abdelhamid et al (2014) [14]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Classifier Performances using dataset by [15]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Dataset Used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest Classifier</td>
<td>Mohammad et al. (2014) [15]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier</td>
<td>Mohammad et al. (2014) [15]</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtraTree Classifier</td>
<td>Mohammad et al. (2014) [15]</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Classifier Performances using dataset by [16]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Dataset Used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest Classifier</td>
<td>Tan (2018) [16]</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier</td>
<td>Tan (2018) [16]</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtraTree Classifier</td>
<td>Tan (2018) [16]</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V DISCUSSIONS

The results of the experimental analyses are discussed in this section. Exploratory Data Analysis was first of all carried out in all the three phishing datasets in order to understand the nature of the features in the datasets. This work pre-processed the phishing datasets with a view to making the features available in usable form for the learning algorithms. A filter-based attribute selection technique named ANOVA-F test was used. The chosen feature selection method selected promising features. Afterward, three machine learning based phishing detection models were built. From the experimental analyses, it is evident that Random Forest Classifier has the overall best performances across the four metrics. For instance, from the table 1, Random Forest Algorithm marginally performed better than the two other classifiers. Similarly, from table 2, Random Forest algorithm performed better than the two algorithms while Extra Tree Classifier performed better than K-Nearest Neighbour. In table 3, the performances of the three classifiers are promising and Random Forest algorithm did well than the other two marginally under accuracy and f1-score as metrics. It was equally observed that the three algorithms averagely performed better when evaluated with the dataset released by [16] in all the four chosen metrics. Generally, all the machine learning algorithms performed excellently when compared to similar studies.

VI CONCLUSION

This study investigated the performances of Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbour and Extra Tree algorithms in three publicly available benchmark datasets. The three chosen datasets were pre-processed under the same conditions and were used to train and test the selected supervised learning algorithms. Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 score were used as metrics in the performance evaluation. The study reported that Random Forest algorithm has the most promising performances in all the metrics used for the evaluation. Similarly, experimental analyses showed that all the three algorithms have overall performances while using the phishing dataset released by Tan (2018). It is believed that the approach used in this work provided further insights into phishing detection research.
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Abstract- In this research paper, the application of six sigma methodology in plastics injection moulding is reviewed. Every process in industry requires improvements to increase productivity and reduce defect rate and process variation. There are many process improvement techniques are available to indentify the root causes of defects and six-sigma is one of the most famous technique that is widely used to find the real defects causing factors by applying of different tools such as DMAIC. The DMAIC is acronym for Define, Measure, Analysis, Improve and Control method is used in implementing of six-sigma in manufacturing process to improve the quality level of moulded part. Plastics industries face many quality problems due to process variation that increase lead time, loss of money and non-smooth customer’s relations. Many complaints are received from customer that the moulded parts have defects include surface marks, colour lines, hard fitting, air bubbles and flow marks. By using six-sigma technique, main aim is to find factors causing process variation and to indentify which factors will resolve the problems in analysis phase. It was identified that by DMAIC, the defects rate can be reduced and process can be improved up to 50%. In the process of six-sigma, the statistical tools such as SIPOC, project charter, cause and effect diagram, brainstorming, Pareto chart, run chart and capability analysis are used to make sure that process is really improved. The sigma level has improved without any vast capital investment. Application of this methodology in manufacturing industries has given rise to a huge economic savings.

Keywords: DMAIC, Six sigma, Injection moulding, Plastics, Manufacturing industry.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical back ground of Six-Sigma

In 1986, Six-sigma was presented by Bill Smith at Motorola as a statically founded way to minimize the defects rate in electronic manufacturing in Motorola Inc. in United State of America (USA). Later on, Allied signals and general electronics adopted this methodology, where it was initiated by Jack Welch [1], [2]. For the evaluation of six sigma, there were two significant contributions from general electronics (GE’s) way of application. First, Jack Welch established great pattern of leadership. Second, he backed six-sigma up with a strong recompenses system.
General electronics altered its incentives compensation plans for the whole company so that 40% of the bonus based on six-sigma results and 60% on financials. This new scheme effectively attracted attentions of GE’s employees to six-sigma. Furthermore, the training of six sigma has become requirement for development general electronics (GE’s) business hierarchy. Jack Welch asserted that nobody well thought out for administration work without at least green belt training preparing before the end of 1998[3], [4][5]. Moreover, six-sigma has many improvements and changes the progression of time, also its application in manufacturing industries as well as services corporations. Six-sigma methodology is applicable in any fields includes products, school, business, transaction or process [6], [7][8]. It can also be applied in administration, business operation such as research and development, marketing, sales and other areas which directly effects the customer. It comprises on investigation of qualitative facts by using measurable techniques and tools [2], [9], [10]. The variation in manufacturing process can be reduced by six sigma methodology. Profits and advance improvement are connected with it. This methodology has taken consideration from practitioners and academics around the globe [2], [7], [11]. The process variation in moulding process causes defects in moulded parts such as surface marks, colour lines, black dots, flow marks and hard fitting that result of loss of money, lead time and non-smooth customer relation. The main objective of this study is to find out root causes of these defects and remove the defects to improve the quality of plastics product that save time money and time of manufacture.

B. Definition of Six sigma

Six-sigma being systematic, well disciplined, organization wide strategic business, profit driven and customer concentric that assistances to emphasis on the emergent and bringing very close to perfect solution, service and product [5], [12], [13]. Six-sigma, in different ways, is used to reduce the variation in the process that to the quality problems or defects. Six-sigma is an initiative to increase productivity, enhance marketing part and recover customer’s gratification with techniques and statistical tools that can chief to innovation significant in product quality. Six-sigma is a methodological and financial element that improve the process and product concurrently [7], [14], [15].

To become globally well matched and to attain business operational excellence industries are apply different quality improvement initiative like ISO certification, lean manufacturing, total quality management and quality circles etc. [16]–[18]. Nevertheless, the results by these wits are not much profitable and are time constrained. So, a methodology is required to be introduced and implemented which can provide significant improvement in short time. Six-sigma is that methodology that can offer significant improvement in short time. So, six-sigma is an important to discover its application for getting important gains and profit in term of quality, customer’s satisfaction and market share [19]– [21], [1], [12], [22], [23].

There are two approaches of six sigma methodology;

I. DMAIC (D-define, M-measure, A-analysis, I-improve, C-control)

II. DMADV (D-define, M-measure, A-analysis, D-design, V-verify)

DMAIC practice is applicable on current process or products that need be improved while the DMADV is applied on new process or product which are intended and applied in such a way that it can deliver a six-sigma recital

DMAIC Cycle
According to Deming cycle, the DMAIC method is based upon improvement process. It can be used in different area of enterprises or manufacturing industries.

The goal and requirements of this process are as following:
- It defines responsibilities and needs
- It defines organizational structure to gain the goal.
- Identify the settings and essential element to find estimated date of end of project.
- Gaining support from higher authority.

![Diagram of the DMAIC method](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product state (Current state (CS) Future state (FS))</th>
<th>Lean Thinking</th>
<th>Life Cycle Assessment</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS Product Specification</td>
<td>Value Stream Mapping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing process data collection</td>
<td>Prepare I/O data for LCA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS Feasibility study using Lean techniques for FS improvement</td>
<td>LCA evaluation in environmental impacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 The map to proposed method of incorporating lean thinking in manufacturing environment[10].

The main purpose of this stage is to confirm the necessary actions to resolve the quality problems in manufacturing process. This method has different phases or steps through which a product or process can be improved.

This method starts by finding the problems that desire a solution and close with considerate these and clear indication of organisation management. An improvement has many ways to resolve a problem. It is necessary to focus on external factors that produce cost for association and remove the defects and then resolve internal problems of cost.

The following steps can be adopted to account the existing procedure:
- Identification of existing efficiency and performance.
- Examination if there are adequate facts to quantity
- Documentation of reliable and valid system of measurement
• Execution relative examinations.

C. Six-Sigma methodology application in manufacturing industry
Six-Sigma methodology is a statistical technique to investigation for excellence organisation. Hence, the DMAIC methodology is applied to improve the product quality in injection moulding process [11] [24]. Six-sigma has following phases in figure1:

![Six sigma methodology flow chart](image)

Figure 2 Six sigma methodology flow chart

A. Define Phase
The define phase is first phase of six-sigma methodology. In this phase project is selected, targets and initial goals are set. Moreover, the problem is also defined and grow a project statement or charter of exertion is being processed. The quality cost is calculated associated with existing process. Critical to quality (CTQ) and SIPOC (supplier, input, process, output, customer) analysis are recorded. Improvement goals and targets are set in term of cost associated and sigma level[25][3][26]. The define phase is also includes defining quality features and identification of root cause of defects.

In this phase project, problem and its objective are defined. Relevant statistical are also defined in this step that are used in this process improve the quality of process and find the root of defects or problems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer line Company</td>
<td>PVC pellets</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fittings products</td>
<td>Thermosole Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplast Company</td>
<td>Master batch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Runner + sprue</td>
<td>Al Ashrafiya Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Watanis Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cycle information sheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volta Dies and Mould Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Melting temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Screw speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Injection speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Injection pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Packing pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Packing time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mould time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cooling time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3: SIPOC Diagram for Injection Moulding Process [11].**

A. Measure Phase
The 2nd phase of six-sigma methodology is measure phase. Through this phase, observation as well as collection of data is approved and created on process capability analysis or DPMA (defect per million opportunity) is estimated on basis of the characteristics of data[13][9]

B. Analysis phase

*Analysis phase is third phase of this methodology. By this phase, possible reasons through which defects or variation are happening that are existing the process output is recognised. The very important stage in analysis phase is cause-and-affect diagram[28]. Six sigma researchers find possible causes which may create from material, source, machine, such as man, environment and methods. In this system, researchers adopt another technique called why-why analysis[21][15]. They find at least five possible reasons that have influence of specific causes, so that root cause of defects could be identified. Each suggestion may need clarification in order to make every participant know about effect of specific cause. Statistical tools and existing or new data is used to validate the causes such as analysis of*
variance (ANOVA), scatter plots, regression, design of experiment (DOE) and hypothesis testing. Implementation of wastage of resources and ineffective improvement can be prevented by validating the root causes [18][29][30].

Figure 4 Characteristic arrangement analysis [11]

Figure 3 Pareto chart of the types of defects and defectives [2]
B. Improve Phase

The improve phase is the fourth phase of six sigma methodology. After analysis of collected data, the defects or variation is reduced that is critical for customer satisfaction. To reduce the defect rate, countermeasures are recorded that could be applied to improve the process in this phase. Ideas and solutions of issues are presented by using affinity diagram[24]. On the bases of probability of success, the list should be lessened to one or two potential improvements, time execution, cost and impact on resources[31][27]. On the basis of solutions and ideas, a pilot project is carried out for the application and data collection is carried out. The researcher team should continue full scale implementation, if small scale implementation offers severe success[2][13][19].

In order to attain improvement, it was proposed to:

- Collect tools and parts at spot
- Remove interior operations
- Simplify set-up to decrease alterations
- Replace only essential fragments and make all others as world-wide as possible
- measure time.

*It was suggested to develop and complete the external set-up checklist to define the needed tools, materials and gauges and their storage location.*

![Fishbone Diagram](image)

**Figure 6 Fishbone Diagram**

In figure 6, fishbone or Ishikawa diagram is shown. This diagram is used to find out the actual defects or problems in process. Different sections that are related to the process are included in fishbone diagram to analysis the root cause of defects in any process. This diagram is not specifying any process, rather than, it can be used in any operation, process, transaction that need to improve their quality. In this diagram,
main components of operations and their relevant equipment are included so that actual process to be analysed. Every process and its involved equipment like machine or its parts, material and operator are considered. This diagram is constructed over that sections that involve in this whole process. For example, un-trained machine operator could not handle the machine and moulded product properly to avoid from problems. In this way, delay in maintenance or improper maintenance is also a major factor that causes the defects. Improper maintenance of machine may causes leakage of oil, burning of material and flow marks in moulded parts. Environment is also having big contribution in defect rate and process variation such as moisture, overheating and dust particles which cause contamination in material.

The measurements in process are also having major role in process variation. Inspection and testing of material and its moulded parts require special care. Negligence and inappropriate techniques affect the quality of products. The measurements require accuracy during process running. The incoming material refers to raw material that received from client for manufacturing. Contamination in material or mixing of different materials leads to colour lines, burn marks and spots on the surface. The manufacturing of material and its delivery is referred to material source also accounted for improvement of quality of moulded parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance to customer (1-10)</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Variables (Ys)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>Number of Defects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>critical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>critical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>critical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>eliminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4 cause and effect matrix[11]**

Sigma level can be computed by using following formula

\[
\text{Over-all rejection} = \frac{R}{P}
\]

\[
\text{Total mass-produced parts} = P
\]

\[
\text{Total CTQ} = O
\]

\[
\text{Defect per unit (DPU)} = \frac{R}{P}
\]

\[
\text{DPO} = \frac{\text{DPU}}{\text{CTQ}}
\]

\[
\text{DPMO} = \text{DPO} \times 10^6
\]

\[
\text{Sigma level} = 0.8406 + \sqrt{29.37 - 2.221 \ln (\text{DPMO})}
\]

A. Control Phase
The last and fifth phase of six sigma methodology is control phase. Control of improved implementation is done in this phase. Indication should be displayed by early signal, if process is going towards out of control[14][32]. Team may develop devices which use lights, no go designs, logic program, sound, indicators to control a process[33]–[35]. The main purpose of this step is to control the inputs and monitoring the outputs to reduce the variation. The actual encounter of six sigma application is not in making improvement in the operations but supporting attained results[21], [22][36].

Figure 3 shows major steps which are taken during in manufacturing process. This chart also explains SIPOC (Supplier, Inputs, Process, Output and Customer). This chart relates the whole cycles starting from supplier to customer voice. In this, all process and critical inputs and output as well as customer requirement are considered. This chart also explains how and when a process can be started.

Figure 8 Gage R & R (Repeatability and Reproducibility) [37]
Figure 9 Pareto chart for the standardized effects [11]

Figure 10 Action plan for manufacturing process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RPN</th>
<th>Failure mode</th>
<th>Action Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>Dryness of material</td>
<td>✓ Use a drying machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>Contamination of material</td>
<td>✓ Reduce the recycled material and distribute it evenly among the batches of PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>Occupational health issues</td>
<td>✓ Provide a first aid kit                                                   ✓ Provide frequent breaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Behavior of operator</td>
<td>✓ Assign rewarding and recognition programs                                  ✓ Assign penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Cleanliness of mold</td>
<td>✓ Make a schedule to clean the mold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Insufficient amount of material inserted</td>
<td>✓ Make a schedule to check the amount of material in the hopper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A short tool kit and six sigma improvements are shown in below table 1[38] [39]:

Table 1 Six sigma improvements and statistical tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Define Phase</th>
<th>Measure Phase</th>
<th>Analysis Phase</th>
<th>Improve Phase</th>
<th>Control Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer needs</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Control charts</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Preventive activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>Seven Q.C tools</td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect diagram</td>
<td>Design of Experiment (DOE)</td>
<td>Control charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>Data collection forms, plan, logistics</td>
<td>Decision &amp; risk analysis</td>
<td>Tolerancing</td>
<td>Procedural adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality function deployment</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>=========</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kano model</td>
<td>Sampling techniques</td>
<td>Statistical inference</td>
<td>Robust design</td>
<td>Performance management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Defect metrics</td>
<td>(FMEA)</td>
<td>Modelling</td>
<td>Time series methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process flow map</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Reliability analysis</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>=========</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management by fact</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Systems thinking</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>=========</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>Root cause analysis</td>
<td>=========</td>
<td>=========</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

The implementation of six-sigma in injection moulding industry brought a significant improvement in quality of moulded parts. Six-sigma DMAIC is an easy way to find root cause of defects that responsible for process and remove them. This technique really helped to reduce variation up to 50% in injection process. Real causing factor is found in analyze phase that made it clear that the root causes of process variation is due to un-trained machine operator, material handling and improper maintenance of machine. In improvement phase, the process improved by applying statistical tools in six-sigma DMAIC methodology. Maintenance check sheet has been made and handed to industry management to maintain process improvement. Six-sigma does not
depend upon material. It is just process improvement technique to improve the quality of process and remove the process variations. Moreover, Six-sigma can applicable due remarkable improvements in different fields or sector that want to improve their work or business and operating excellence. Through six sigma methodology, productivity, profitability and quantum attain in quality can be achieved.

Some Recommendations for change of material from plastics to rubber

- Rubber material requires more pressure as compared to plastics material per square inch of cavity surface in moulding. So, high injection pressure machine is required.
- The cavity of mould for rubber is different from plastics mould that requires more cooling time for solidifies of material. Conformal cooling channel are required is mould cooling.

Avoid from regrinding material or recycled material put into resin for rubber manufacturing.
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Abstract-This paper presents an anti-theft application for android based devices to find stolen or lost vehicles, child, and report of crime, mobile snatching, lost of person, vehicle verification and Emergency SOS button. As we all know after mobile snatching people faced a lot of difficulty in Blocking of sim, and lodging mobile theft complains, but with this app user will be able to lodge complains in just few minutes and the client will moreover be able to call for offer assistance in case of crisis by squeezing SOS button at which exact location of the user will send to response center without consuming time. Now this application work as once this application installed in user’s android mobile device, it will stored user’s email id, mobile phone number, and CNIC number, collect the data from the sensors and keep running in the background by using services. Example: 1 If the user is in emergency situation he/she just trigger the SOS button for help then location of the victim will go to response center and they will trace the location and take immediate action. Example: 2 If user see any robbery nearby his area he can easily make video and take pictures of that incident then simply upload it in this application through form filling. Example: 3 If user’s vehicle or child is lost then he can upload vehicle or child pictures with detailed information by filling form. The purpose of this application is to bring Citizens of Pakistan and CPLC on one platform. This app will end the hassle to visit or call police station/CPLC and will allow the user to lodge complains, call for help through user friendly forms instantly. This collaboration will allow Citizens of Pakistan and security forces to associate with each other more efficiently. It will become an important part of people’s everyday lives as it combines simplicity and usefulness and brings Pakistani Forces and citizens on one single platform.

I- Introduction

MADADGAR is a mobile app for citizens of Pakistan. It is a project in collaboration with CPLC which stands for Citizens-Police Liaison Committee, which is a nonprofit government agency for public security. The purpose is to bring Citizens of Pakistan and CPLC on one platform. This app end the hassle to visit or call police station/CPLC and will allow the user to lodge complains, call for help through user friendly forms immediately.

The Citizens-Police Liaison Committee, or CPLC, was established by Fakhruddin Ibrahim [1]. It is a non-political constitutional entity that is autonomous while maintained via committed citizens who volunteer. CPLC is a one-of-a-kind public-private collaboration in which citizens volunteered and helped. CPLC is a one-of-a-kind public-private partnership in which citizens stepped forward as volunteers, assumed responsibility for improving the deteriorating law and order situation in collaboration with law enforcement agencies, and worked tirelessly to achieve its noble goals.

Its services include

1Std_24575@iobm.edu.pk 2Std_22376@iobm.edu.pk
II- Background

The latest android based mobile phones has become a very important part of our life[2]. It provides helps in communicating with anyone virtually through videoconferencing, email, etc or GPS. But with technological advancement the users have started to use android phones for storing private and confidential information like atm pin, video, documents etc[3]. This factor has increase the mobile snatching across Pakistan. The Karachi is the biggest populated city of Pakistan[4]. The crime rate is very high in Karachi especially mobile snatching. The Fig (1)[1] shows the crime rate of mobile theft in Karachi published by CPLC.
Figure-3
Not only mobile snatching is a problem of Karachi but other crimes have also increased. According to CPLC, in year 2020 Karachi witnessed a rise in car lifting, snatching of motorbikes and mobile phones and theft of two-wheelers compared to 2019 as shown in table (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car stolen</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>1527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Snatched</td>
<td>19,862</td>
<td>21,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorbikes Stolen</td>
<td>28,609</td>
<td>34,908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table(1)

The fig (3) shows the vehicle snatching rate per hour in Karachi. Once the phone or vehicle is snatched, users may face a severe risk of loss of privacy, may not only cause loss of property but also have a negative impact on their family life. However, now a days people find it really difficult to report these increasing due to visiting police station for reporting crime takes a lot of time and specially for females it is very difficult to go to police station for reporting so by using. In order to solve these problem this paper proposed an android app called “MADADGAR”

MADADGAR is a mobile app for citizens of Pakistan. It will be a project in collaboration with CPLC. The Citizens-Police Liaison Committee commonly known as CPLC, is a nonprofit government agency for public security [6]. The purpose is to bring Citizens of Pakistan and CPLC on one platform. This app will end the hassle to visit or call police station/CPLC and will allow the user to lodge complains call for help through user friendly forms immediately.

III- Literature Review

(1) User Login: The application ask user to login/register when the app is first time initialized. It will protect user’s identification and data [5]. Then user uses application properly. User registration form honestly saves data of user and reduces risk of security [6]. SOS Button: When user is in emergency, they can trigger the SOS button display on the interface, or widget to instant request for help in fastest and convenient way [7]. This emergency function will send victim’s current location to control tower of organization [8]. Lodge complain: User can make video or picture of any snatching, kidnapping or robbery etc [9]. and upload in this application through form filling. After this user’s location will trace by organization in a very short time. User can lodge any kind of complain like mobile, child or vehicle etc. lost by just filling form.

Following table shows the brief literature review of different applications which are similar to Madadgar application but they have lack in features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper name</th>
<th>Author name</th>
<th>Problem address</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Application for android based devices [2]</td>
<td>Azeem Ush shan Khan, Mohammad Naved Quershi, Mohammad Abdul Qadeer</td>
<td>This paper puts a technique through which the thief, who steal mobile phone with application, get captured and user can stop him for misusing.</td>
<td>This application is only for mobile stealing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThiefTrap – An Anti-theft Framework for Android[10]</td>
<td>Sascha Groß, Abhishek Tiwari, and Christian Hammer</td>
<td>This ThiefTrap, using a honeypot account for the purpose of theft protection.</td>
<td>It has only a feature for mobile stealing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android Based Emergency Alert Button[11]</td>
<td>Dhrubajyoti Gogoi, Rupam Kumar Sharma</td>
<td>This application is used for immense help by SOS button.</td>
<td>The location of user will go to family not to center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and implementation of anti-theft tracking system based on Android platform[12]</td>
<td>Yonghong Luo, Jian Wang, and Chao Feng</td>
<td>Android handset anti-theft tracking system which would automatically destroy private information and track cellphone location to protect user privacy and property security after the phone lost.</td>
<td>This application is only for mobile lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Detection and Tracking System[13]</td>
<td>Mahesh Kadibagil, Dr. H S Guruprasad</td>
<td>Application used to find location and send a Popup SMS to user when his/her friends or family members come around the user’s area of direction.</td>
<td>In this android application location of the user will go to his family members not to organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Low-Cost Vehicle Anti-Theft System Using Obsolete Smartphone[14]</td>
<td>Bang Liu, Nianbo Liu, Guihai Chen, Xili Dai, and Ming Liu</td>
<td>After being fixed in vehicle body, the smartphone can detect vehicle movement and adaptively use GPS.</td>
<td>This application is for vehicle tracking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Application for Lost or Misplaced Android Phones[3]</td>
<td>Sayali Deore, Karishma Khodade, Shweta Patil</td>
<td>This application provide the user to track their lost or misplace device.</td>
<td>This application only trace the lost android mobile device.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table(2): (Brief literature review of Madadgar app to other similar application)
IV- Methodology

The major tools that were used to develop and their description are provided below.

A) Software development tools:

Android studio: The most well-known IDE (integrated development environment) for developing Android apps is Android Studio[15]. It enables developers to design apps from the ground up. It may run on a variety of operating systems, including Windows, macOS and Linux based operating systems or as a subscription-based service in 2020 [15]. The minimum requirement are: 1) 2 GB RAM minimum, 4 GB RAM recommended. 2) 400 MB hard disk space. 3) Java Development Kit (JDK) 7.4) 64-bit processor.

Activities and Services in android:

In this application we use activities to draw the user interface, which collects all the user related information like mobile number, email id, password, etc which will be used to send videos or pictures. services is used to run the application in the background that is without user interaction, once a user submits all the related information, services get started in the background[16].

Activity: An activity is a component of an application which gives an interface to the user to communicate with the application like taking pictures, submitting forms and making videos. Android gives a screen to each activity to draw the GUI. Android uses stack to manage the activities, when an activity is created it is placed on the top of the stack and the previous activities remain below it. Internet is very important in this case because we need to track location and we can found location of crime reporter because internet is connected with multiple routers through routing protocols[17].

Services: A services is a component of an application which performs an operation in the background without user interaction, it does not have any user interaction so it is not included in activity life cycle. A service can be started by any other component of an application by creating intent or it can be started by its own. Once a service is began, user can switch to another application, It will remain running continuously.

Firebase: Firebase is a Google platform that makes it simple for developers to create, manage, and scale their projects. It enables developers to create apps more quickly and securely[18]. On the Firebase side, no programming is necessary, making it simple to take advantage of its features. It works with Android, iOS, the web, and Unity. It gives you access to cloud storage[19]. It makes advantage of NoSQL for the database. Realtime Database: The Firebase Realtime Database is a cloud-based NoSQL database that allows you to manage your data in milliseconds. In the simplest terms, it can be thought of as a large JSON file. It's the database that allows you to store and sync data in real time between your users. Real-time syncing allows your users to view their data from any device, including the web and mobile, and it allows them to collaborate. Real-time Database comes with mobile and web SDKs, allowing you to create apps without using servers. The Real-time Database interfaces with Firebase Authentication to give developers a quick and straightforward way to log in. Our declarative security paradigm can be used to provide access based on user identity or data pattern matching[20].

Java: Java is the innovation of choice for building applications utilizing overseen code that can execute on mobile devices. A Java coordinates improvement environment for computer program, and consolidates its
code altering and developer tools. To support application advancement inside the Android operating system.

B) Requirements Analysis

Domain Requirements

The projects aim to build a mobile app. It will be connected with Firebase realtime database. There are 2 major functioning parts to this project functional requirement and non-functional requirement[21]. Firstly user friendly forms for data entry that will be design on the Android studio. Android Studio is the official Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Android app development, based on IntelliJ IDEA. It allow you to use Code templates and GitHub integration to help you build common app features and import sample code. Secondly Firebase realtime database which is the main part of the app. It will be to collect and save information submitted by user. For tracing the exact location Google API will be used in the backend of SOS button.

- Functional Requirements
  - User friendly form will develop separately for each service the app offer.
  - User registration and its authentication will be a must to use app
  - The elements and formats should be defined for each field in form as it is necessary for storing data in correct format in database
  - User must allow the app to track its location
  - The mobile data or wifi should be on before using the app.

- Non-Functional Requirements
  - The app will be highly mobile friendly.
  - User can use app from any part of the world
  - Small popup message on top of screen when user is offline.
  - Login to app through GMAIL or mobile number
  - Registration through personal email (requiring email verification)
C) Design and implementation:

- **ERD Diagram:** The entity relationship diagram shows in figure identifies the entity. The database is divided into 6 tables child, Forms, Location, Report, Mobile and Vehicle. For every functionality there is separate table to store data. Each table contains relevant fields and primary key to store data.

- **Use case diagram:** Following use case diagram shows the details of requirements. It focuses on three actors and seven use cases that are related to actions. The procedure to use Madadgar Application is as follows: (1) User can login and register himself, lodge complain, Press SOS Button in emergency and logout. (2) Admin can login, see the information about who have submitted complaints, and Appoint officer to take action for emergency user. (3) Officer help the citizen and investigate for crime.

![Use Case diagram]

Figure-5
Architectural Design To develop this app we have chose 3 layer architecture. The figure shows the architectural design of Madadgar app. Here the implementation is divided into 3 main layers i.e presentation layer, business logic, backend layer. (1) **Presentation layer**: The front end of the app is map as presentation layer. It contains the GUI() for end user. It is basically made of android's activity.xml. The work of this layer is have interaction with user through user friendly forms and to send/recieve to business logic layer for further processing. (2) **Business logic layer**: This second layer is the most important layer of the app. It takes data from presentation layer and do some processing on data. It also recieve/send to data layer and interact with google api if needed. (3) **Data layer**: This layer contain firebase database. It store entire data of the app. It is divided into two sub part. First one is realtime database of firebase which store text data of the app. Firebase storage is another part which stores pictures, videos recieved from user.

![Architectural Design Diagram](image)

**Figure-5**

**Architectural Design**

**Process Flow Diagram**: Below is the process flow diagram of Madadgar application, which shows the whole application’s features, forms and storage of data in Firebase database.
V- Implementation

The app is divided into three sub-modules. The first module is GUI of app which stand for graphical user interface which is frontend of app. This include designing user friendly form for user login, registration and different complain lodge forms. Whenever user install the app for first time it will required to register himself by providing some specific fields. Through login page user can enter his username and password and can use desired services. Figure shows the registration and login page of Madadgar app. The second module include server which are the front technologies by which whenever user install the app can registered himself by providing essential details. Third module is database in backend. The essential detail like id, password is saved in database. The complain lodge forms will also be connected with database. After submitting the form all details will be first saved in database which will help CPLC to take action.

a) Function of the app

MADADGAR (Anti theft-SOS) is a mobile app for citizen of Pakistan. In this project the user without dialing CPLC helpline will be able to register complains through user friendly forms by
any part of the world. It will be a single platform that will be a gateway to lodge any type of complaints whether it is child lost, robbery, or any conflict in families. It will become an important part of people’s everyday lives as it combines simplicity and usefulness and brings Pakistani Forces and citizens on one single platform. The most highlighted feature is SOS button.

b) Features:

- **Report of robbery (mobile):** Through user friendly, victim will be able to file a complaint in few minutes regarding any snatching he faced. The hassle of making phone call to CPLC will be eliminated.

- **Report of child lost:** A child lost/runaway can be report to cplc. Through forms user will be to upload picture of lost person and can provide other important details [6]. The require details of reporting child are mention in fig-(a)

- **Report of vehicle robbery:** A report of vehicle lost/snatch can be lodged through app. A user will be able to provide detail of the car (number plate, car color, engine number). For reference see Fig-(a)

- **Verify while buying a car or bike:** By app user can easily verify the particulars of the vehicle he intend to buy through Stolen / Snatched Vehicles Database of CPLC

- **Sos-button:** The user will also be able to call for help in case of emergency by pressing SOS button by which exact location of the user will send to response center [8].

**Report any crime:** people can upload the video, picture on app to report the proof of any illegal activities [3].

![Figure-8(a)-block diagram of app](image-url)
c) **PROPOSED MODEL:**

The proposed model in fig(b) explains the flow of the app. When user installs this application in user installs this app in the device it is required to register himself by providing necessary detail like the e-mail id and mobile numbers. The Second step will be email/mobile verification by system. A code will be sent to User email/mobile for verifying the source of registration. After Successful registration the user can select the type of his service he required and can call for help by providing necessary details for required service as explained in fig(a). After submitting information the national security force will take required action.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure-8 (b)**

![Login Form](image)

**Figure-9**
**Dashboard**

**Registration Form**

*Figure-10*

**Google Map API:** Google Maps is an online mapping service application and technology that supports a number of map-based services, including the Google Maps website, Google Ride Finder, Google Transit, and maps integrated on third-party websites via the Google Maps API. You can embed Google Maps in your own web sites using the Google Maps JavaScript API. It is possible to embed Google Maps using the Google Maps API. When user press the SOS button, his location will be trace by using Google Map API.

*Figure-11*
Figure-12

Person missing form

Mobile lost Report Form

Figure-13

Report crime form

Verify Vehicle Form
Testing any app is a fundamental part of the app development process. By running tests against your app you’ll be able confirm your app's functionality, performance, and ease of use before you launched it. Following tests were performed on Madadgar app different interfaces with the help of firebase automated tester [10].(1) Unit testing: Each Functionality was tested separately to confirm that they are fit to use. The main goal was to check individual functionality and responsiveness.(2) Integration Testing: After unit testing some of modules were joint as one part. The tests were performed to know how each module react when its combine with other module.(3) System Testing: In this testing all modules was combine as a whole system and help to check the app overall functionality and performance.

VI- Conclusion

This paper presents novel of MADADGAR( anti–theft) app for android devices. This mobile app is specially for Security Forces. For first time initialization the app will ask user to login/register so his essential information is saved in security forces database. The app will allow the user to lodge complains, call for help through user friendly forms immediately and also track his location whenever the user call for help through SOS-button.
VII- Future scope

In future we would like to increase our domain by implementing this app with sensors. The user will be able to call for help by pressing the SOS-button in his locket or ring. The sensor in locket or ring will help security forces to trace his current location.
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DIVERSITY AND UTILIZATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (DP): A BRIEF OVERVIEW
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Abstract- "Dynamic programming" is a popular technique for handling an extensive range of Problems with sequential decision-making in the context of unpredictability. It permits us to calculate optimal choice rules, which identify the most likely decision in every given case. This article evaluates DP’s evolution and compares because of the paucity of applications in the real world in different field like finance, operations research, economics, engineering, and artificial intelligence (AI) to help businesses and individuals make better decisions. The complexity of statistically modeling many real world choice concerns, as well as the fuzziness of many real-world decision issues, are important hurdles to broad application of DP in practical situations. Despite this, this review research found a number of successful experiments, and it was decided that DP provides considerable assurance for better decision making. The scientifically untenable concept of unconstrained rationality is challenged, as are the challenging choice issues that people encounter on a daily basis. Additionally, because of the sequential decision-making and simplicity of managing non-linear goal roles and constraints, it is considered a good approach for optimum operation. Although, owing to the complexity of the 'curse of dimensionality,' applying DP to significant and multi-directional situations is not very promising. Some of the algorithms developed to solve this problem for DP include incremental DP, discrete differential DP, DP with consecutive approximation, and incremental DP with successive approximation. Furthermore, in each of these instances, selecting a starting trial route, obtaining an optimal solution and the number of iterations necessary for convergence are all hard to enforce.

Keywords: Algorithm, dynamic programming, optimization, artificial intelligence, bounded rationality, computational complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its inception in the mid-nineteenth century by "Richard Bellman," dynamic programming (DP) has been successfully applied to a wide range of issues in a variety of areas [1, 2]. One of the most important features of DP is potential to adjust for a structure's dynamics, and it is usually utilized by operations investigators to address problems existence decisions. DP can also handle a wide range of cost and/or reward functions, unlike the bulk of optimization approaches. Because of its versatility, it is envisaged that DP will be employed in a variety of fields, including artificial intelligence, control, economics, and operational research. DP, on the other hand, has several disadvantages. The capacity of a dynamic program grows swiftly in proportion to the problem's
complexity. This is known as the "curse of dimensionality," and it has been the most difficult aspect of applying DP techniques to real-world problems. Investigators have advocated a variety of estimation techniques, including state aggregation and value function evaluation, to solve large dynamic problems, taking into account the computational complexity that result from the curse of dimensionality [3].

Richard Bellman used the term DP in 1950 to describe a recursive approach for determining optimum strategies and decision criteria for a broad variety of dynamical, successive decision making scenarios including ambiguity[4]. The invention of differential equations (DP) use of mathematical application as a principal indicator of mathematical modeling revolutionized the way we understand economic principles. It is undoubtedly the most essential tool in game theory, macro and micro economics [5, 6]. Many combinatorial optimization issues are computationally intractable. In practice, however, we are typically happy with reasonably excellent results, and approximation algorithms are crucial in this regard. There are a number of tools that may be used to create approximation algorithms. The greedy technique, which directly creates approximate solutions by gradually calculating the values of variables based on some local knowledge, is likely the most prevalent.[7].

II. DISCUSSION ON THE UTILIZATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

Dynamic programming (DP) is the process which can easily be utilized to solve problems related to scheduling. Many researches executed the dynamic programming in the scheduling problems. Other then scheduling exercises [8]offered process of heuristic solution by implementing dynamic programming to determine the employment of out-sourcing as a mean to overcome the disruptions related to the supply chain in manufacture scheduling for unexpected consumer orders. The while a study conducted by [9] in this study author established a program to schedule surgical procedure at the hospital to reduced time of waiting, overtime in operating room and bed availability in ward. For that dynamic program was used to achieve the required output.[10] A self-styled polynomial DP has been putted in to operation for determining the outstanding dates and costs required in the allocation of resources delivery of batch to control the delay in jobs.

Furthermore[11] planned a schedule for aircraft landing on a single run way through dynamic programming.[12]an exact algorithm was proposed by the author to discover the optimal sequences for a shop scheduling issue depend upon DP.[13]in this study author developed a model
of stochastic DP to obtain optimization by a proposed schedule of aircraft replacement keeping variation in the market demand and aircraft status in the focus. Moreover[14] build up approximate dynamic programming (ADP) algorithms to solve stochastic project scheduling problems. In a study conducted by [15] build-up a schedule using adaptive DP to maximize the patients level of satisfaction which is dependent on uninterrupted meetings.[16] a new version of DP algorithm was offered for the solution of problems related to scheduling of tasks perform individually with uniform out-standing due date and to reduce unpunctuality weight of task.

Additionally, for proper management regarding technology replacement which is directly associated with proficiency can be managed via DP. It can be a major tool for solving the problems as stated in [17].

Moreover [18] The application of DP in E-grocery stores where the aim of utilization was to develop a method to control the demand of the online orders through the cost of delivery time. Meanwhile, another study[19] build up a model under DP for the process of coal mining investment related environmental decision making associated with the optimization of draft.[20]

The research study planned a DP with new idea which made a tradeoff between cost for the draft and reliability. Also[21] implemented DP in creating a balanced assembly line to constrain optimal resources. Many of the researches used DP to solve stock related problems. For example[22] Applied multi stochastic DP to tackle stock replenishment problem in a reverse supply chain and [23] discovered the solution of a multi localities stochastic stock system through forward approximate DP[24] In this study authors initiated a model which was based on a DP for a limited scope of solo manufactured goods with doubtful likelihood division of demand. Moreover[25] recursion in DP was included as mixture of integer linear programming in stock related scheduling issues.

Difficulties in the knapsack, a number of instigators believed on the implementation of DP in addition. Furthermore in[26] study projected an algorithm based on DP for the knapsack issues with complex that generally applicable in Planning of manufacturing, [27] In the following study 2DP algorithms where the 1st one was projected for complexity of linearity on the quantity of items, whilst the 2nd one was used for complexity at the capacity of the knapsack. Furthermore[28] proposed a DP for packing knapsack with lowest amount of cost and optimal profit. Added; that utilization of DP in routing and transportation problems is very common and frequent. [29]
In this study authors proposed a model of DP was created and run for a multi model transporter for reducing the transportation cost. [30] In this research, two different algorithms DP and ant colony have been merged to get optimized results in disaster condition in deployment of emergency material emergency via transportation.

Study done by [31] offered an approximate DP move towards to optimize time for handling and find out space to store in a coil warehouse. In the interim[32] put forward a markovian decision model and approximate DP to resolve vehicle routing problem for emissions minimization. Where[33] genetic algorithm and exact DP procedure was combined for green vehicle routing and scheduling problem. DP is used to deal with plantation as well. [34] illustrated the utilization to optimized model to replanting policy that deems CO2 emission and commercial advantages. In this research paper the best schedule was obtained for the best total cost of picking tea by using DP.

III. ALGEBRAIC DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (ADP)

Exact solutions of many problems can be obtained through dynamic programming (DP) algorithms especially in biology computations, more over in sequence alignment, scoring of phylogenetic trees and hidden Markov models (HMMs). Evaluation of distribution of score, performing stochastic sampling and competitions for optimal solutions can be done via structurally analogous algorithms. As we can learn in ADP through a severe division of state space traversal, encoded as algebra, and rule of choice. The main component of the ADP is the application of yield examiners who work on the structures statistics, commonly ordered and string trees. The unaligned properties of computation such that; HMMs posterior probability, RNA folding (partition functions) which involves the two distinct combinations other than the algorithms related to intimate, recognized as in and outside recursion whilst the classical theory of AD sheltered only the inside recursions[35].

IV. DP PROBLEM APPROACHES

Practically all genuine DP issues must be solved numerically. conventional techniques that rely heavily on human input and programming, and machine learning and reinforcement learning algorithms that can discover optimal solutions via trial and error experimentation[36]. In the AI and DP research literatures, the term "learning" refers to two things: Learning the optimum decision criterion and problem paradigm, which includes the DM's incentive or objective utility
and the conservation of momentum managing system parameters in the DP problem, but rather how decisions affect rewards and situations in the DP predicament. Learning the optimum decision criterion and issue paradigm, which includes the DM's reward or goal function and the conservation of momentum controlling system parameters in the DP issue, is less important than understanding how decisions effect rewards and situations in the DP predicament. The term adaptive oversight is used in the DP and manage literatures to describe situations in which the DM attempts to become skilled at the formation of the DP predicament while also attempting to make proper decision, in cases like the multi-armed bandit conundrum, this is likely to result in the typical tradeoff among exploration and exploitation [37].

According to the researches, the essential element and approximated solutions are determined before the decision rule is being used to make or propose judgments, and when decisions are taken, the algorithm updates its estimate of the problem structure and the ultimate decision rule. Several algorithms which are real time learning based have the benefit of not having precise utility functions for the fundamental inclinations, assumptions, and “laws of motion” that ensures the integrity of the basic problematic situation. An additional notable difference is either the learning is evaluated.

The presence of a professional DM whose conduct can be monitored and employed to train a decision rule, either through simple extrapolation approaches that understand preferences and laws of motion for state variables from scrutinized manners of specialist DMs are assumed in supervised learning. Un-supervised learning, such as RL, "comes into play" when examples of desired behavior are unavailable but instances of conduct may be scored based on some performance decisive factor[38].

It is used to find optimal decision rules in ‘games against nature’ and sub-game perfect equilibrium of dynamic multi-agent games, and competitive equilibrium in dynamic economic models. DP has enabled economists to formulate and solve a huge variety of problems involving sequential decision making under uncertainty, and as a result it is now widely regarded as the single most important tool in economics.[4]

V. DP APPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE DECISION MAKING

DP is only employed in a many real-world scenarios. It is reasonable to assume that the stakes for implementing profit-maximizing programs are relatively high; consequently early adopters of DP should be profitable, inventive entities that can generate the resources needed to solve tough
decision. Nonetheless, regardless of the fact that it has not conducted a systematic investigation, several companies that are likely to implement DP look hesitant or unwilling to discuss it. Multi-period optimization is used in some cases, however it should not be considered DP[36]. Additional issue that restricts the use of DP is that the target function that many organizations are optimizing is hazy and ambiguous. In economics, the default assumption by government companies is to maximize their market share. This is the expected trickle of future earnings reduced at a risk-adjusted discount factor. Conversely, a significant body of financial evidence on the disproportionate stock price volatility market prices poses serious reservations about what the firm's net worth is comparable to its fundamental value, which is the estimated present value of its future income flow. Even if all of the other incentive difficulties associated with running a business could be handled, it means that the aim function of an administrator should never longer be to maximize predicted discounted profits to the degree that stock market values include a strong and systematic noise component. The absence of contrivances and procedures to assess whether a DP-based decision solution should be developed or acquired creates enough extra income or profit to justify its adoption is a final obstacle to its deployment. There are very few examples of method validation conferred, but more rigorous systematic process potentially help to increase the integrity of decision based on dynamic programming aids and widen their range of real world implications. [36].

VI. NUMERICAL ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

Dynamic programming that breakdown the way out to resolve hurdles recursively connected simpler set of sub-problems. This is taken from Bellman’s principle of optimality “An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and the initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regards to the state resulting from the first decision.” [39]the perceptive is that using backward induction to solve a dynamic game generates an optimized decision rule that complies to Bellman's principle of optimality Backward induction is based on the optimality principle, which uses time as the indicator, but [40]Backward induction for dynamic games has been generalized to established state recursion. They described a problem-state ordering that formally expresses the perceptual conception of diamentiality. This figure demonstrates how to disintegrate the SDP into phases; this can be used as a backward induction course indication instead of the normal time indexing. While it is technically possible to recast and solve optimum decision rules for SDPs as statically, "approachable" optimum concerns, it is often
significantly more efficient to solve them using DP, which decomposes the overall issue into a series of undersized, a lot more manageable sub-problems. DP emerged in the mid nineties as a consequence of a convergence of work on optimum hydropower reservoir operation, early statistical decision theory, optimal inventory control, and game theory at the same time that the first digital computers[49] were being developed [41].Despite the fact that the term programming conjures up images of computer programming, since computer systems were incapable of tackling most real DP challenges, much early work on DP was theoretical. In fields like operations research, resource management and engineering management of electricity grids and power generation, communications and network[46] routing, the utility and flexibility of DP for formulating and solving a wide range of problems and games of practical importance and relevance was quickly recognized [3].Dynamic games have been widely used in economics, where businesses and customers are supposed to be rational actors with optimum decision rules governing their behavior. As a result of Its application in the formulation of inferential and counterfactual strategy projections, In econometrics, there is an empirical evidence on numerical method and estimation of "dynamic structural models"[42].Because of the large number of SDP applications, There's also a desire for more powerful numerical techniques on digital computers to answer or estimate the services to major DP issues, which are developing at exponential rates owing to the digital revolution and countless technical improvements encapsulated in "Moore's Law." Many actual DP issues, on the other hand, might be huge in size or dimensions[43]. In DP issues when the DM is unknown, The method of Bayesian learning is used when the DM does not observe the true state or does not completely comprehend the law of motion driving the state variables, Bayesian learning is used, and one of the DP problem's state variables is the posterior distribution over these uncertain values. Unless the problem satisfies restrictive restrictions for the posterior to be a member of a conjugate family, it is an infinite dimensional state variable. Even if we approximate this posterior with a finite approximation, the result is a finite dimensional DP problem with a very high dimension.

The amount of potential values can be enormous yet in situations or games when there is a limit to the size of the state space. Chess has roughly 1050 potential board locations, whereas there are more than 10100 positions in the game of checkers. According to created the phrase "curse of dimensionality" to characterize the exponential growth in computer time required to tackle more concrete and specific DP problems, there's more than the number of atoms in the observable world
[39]. The researcher did not indicate if the constraint of dimensionality is a permanent "limit to science" or merely a source of concern that might have been solved with better techniques and speedier computers. In the following literature on knowledge based complexity in computer science, the "curse of dimensionality" is stated as the computing[47] of an explicit model that identifies by some mathematically related operations such as integrations. To find an accurate output, a vast quantity of data about the underlying function is necessary, yet real world computers and algorithms can only use a limited amount of data to find an optimal options [44].With this architecture, computer programmers were able to characterize a variety of mathematical issues connected to the curse of dimensionality, confirming that it is a basic "limit to science" that no algorithm, no matter how sophisticated, can evade. Any mathematical issue that is intractable and prone to the curse of dimensionality is described as such by computer programmers. In the worst-case computing expenditure of producing an approximation to the true solution, the number of continuous variables or dimensionality of the issue grows exponentially.

VII. EMPIRICAL DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

The advancements in numerical DP paved the door for a burgeoning literature on empirical estimate and testing of SDPs and dynamic games. The existing knowledge on estimate of dynamic labor demand schedules in a linear quadratic framework began to condense around the end of the 1970s, at the same time as a number of publications appeared that gave diverse methodologies. To develop ancient discrete optimized algorithm DP is considered as a influential and common technique. To crack the numerous difficult problems related to computer vision like detection of curve, completion of contour, matching of stereo and alignment and matching of distort object can be solved by using DP algorithm. To breakdown the problem into sub problem is the key idea of DP like that; (I) provide a solution to the sub-problems, where the solution of the problem can be computed quickly for the main problem, and (II) recursively solution of the sub-problem can be done efficiently in term of each other. The significant characteristic of DP is that the way out of a sole sub-problem is repeatedly used for cracking numerous bigger sub-problems. In the DP algorithm the provided solution not further needed to be verified and there will not be needed of re-computations. This is the major benefit which differentiates DP algorithms from classical recursive algorithms. Comparable to shortest paths algorithms, DP relies upon optimal sub-structure property. That creates the possibility to solve sub-problem using solutions of smaller sub-problems.
A DP algorithm may be thought of as a way for filling up a table, with each table entry corresponding to one of the sub-problems we must solve. The DP algorithm iterates through table entries, calculating a value for the current item based on the values of previous entries. Often, a simple recursive equation describes the value of one entry in terms of the values of other entries, but calculating a value might be more difficult. [45].

VIII. FUZZY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

There is availability of fuzzy system literature in the context of verity of situations and several algorithms for their treatments, which occurs due to clustered data in fuzzy environment. As an extension of conventional DP Bellman introduced a model for fuzzy scenarios. Two models of fuzzy DP were initialized and switched into algorithms. Comparison of heuristics-based performance of algorithm was done. The usage of dynamic programming in data presented in clustered form is substantial way to resolve the issue.

Though, there is a brief discussion on the conception about the multi stage decision making in fuzzy environments as a preamble growth of the algorithm for cluster analyzation. For the modeling and optimization of any process in a fuzzy environment fuzzy DP is an effort to inoculate the theory of fuzzy sets. The DP based algorithm approaches steadiness considerably quicker as compared to the algorithms based on heuristic. Fuzzy DP is accurate for both the unenthusiastic as well as positive assessments. A main benefit of fuzzy DP which is not stated here is the possessions that the fuzzy cluster’s optimal numbers can be find out through the algorithm via grouping procedure. Fuzzy DP considered as an efficient instrument for the construction of an algorithm that is particularly well matched for fuzzy data in clusters. Optimum and stability components of DP appear to have also been relocated to its fuzzy analog. The program is stress-free to write and implement. Additional, in the one directional description, striking computational problems are the typical characteristic of DP which were encountered with the execution of the algorithm [46].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

Dynamic programming (DP) is an exceptionally strong approach for handling a wide range of uncertain sequential decision problems. Indeed, it's difficult to imagine an issue that can't be expressed and solved with Dynamic programming. The discipline has been transformed by the adaptability and strength of DP, and it has offered a basic concept that has resulted in some of the
most astounding AI successes. The complexity of using DP to design and answer the very multifaceted, ambiguous and depravedly described decision issues that entities and businesses come upon on an everyday basis is the primary grounds for its limited number of real-world implementations. Although DP has been quite efficient for academic modeling, articulating and addressing ultimate decision issues as mathematical problems has proven to be significantly more challenging. It is commonly understood that as computer power and algorithms improve, so does the range of real-world problems that DP can handle. Despite massive computer influence and decades of research that have provided a profusion of substitute clarification strategies for difficulties of dynamic programming, the number of known real-world utilizations of DP remains surprisingly limited even now.
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